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Abstract—This paper aims at providing an analysis of views of validity as an important concept in psychological and educational assessment which has undergone transformation for several decades. The revolutionary change took place along with the release of the 1999 Standards followed by the 2014 Standards in which validity is associated with interpretation and use of test scores. With the new framework, several types of theoretical and empirical evidence are required to support the validation process. The results of the analysis show that the drastic change of the validity concept and the complicated process of validation have resulted in misunderstanding, misinterpretation, and misuse. Apart from different views which challenge the new concept, the argument-based approach has provided basis for new studies in many fields. Some strategies required to deal with complicated validation processes are suggested, along with some alternative perspective associated with the limitations of the standards.
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INTRODUCTION

As one of the most important aspects in psychological and educational assessment, validity concept has developed and changed several times. The marked shift happened along with the emergence of the 1999 Standards [1] followed by the 2014 standards [2]. The development of validity theorization which took several decades, starting from validity as being property of the test to the contemporary view of validity [3], albeit challenged by those who hold the instrument-based approach [4], has made a validation process very complicated. In fact, a revolutionary change took place along with the release of the 1999 Standards. Importantly, although the 2014 has also been released, many researchers still use the older or traditional views of validity for their research and publish their articles in journals for particular reasons.

TRADITIONAL AND CONTEMPORARY VIEWS OF VALIDITY

What has been known as the traditional concept of validity [5] encompasses validity as the property of instrument, the criteria of being valid or invalid, the use of commonly four types of validity, the employment of statistical analysis, and reliability as a condition for validity. Several types of validity of the traditional view have been replaced by a new view. The new concept of validity, which was already articulated as a unified concept [6] and became the culmination of the long debate in spite of its abstract nature and lack of explicit validation guidance [7], on the other hand, refers to validity as inferences of scores, validity as a continuum, construct validity as the core of validity, validity as an elaboration of theories and methods, and test consequences and uses—the traditional view excludes social consequences of test interpretation and use [8]—which contribute to the process of validation. According to the relatively new view, the validation starts from making an interpretive argument, and then building and performing an evaluation of a validity argument, using various evidence—either theoretical or and empirical [7]. Thus, the new view defines validity evidence based on various sources such as test content [9], response processes [10], internal structure [11], and testing consequences [12] to support the argument. Such types of validity evidence sources, however, have made many researchers and other standards users in doubt [3] and lead to misconceptions [14] or misinterpretations [15].

As far as the definition of validity in the 2014 Standards is concerned, in spite of its explicitness, there are problems related to clarity which lead to simplification, misunderstanding, misinterpretation, and misuse [16]. Furthermore, no specific guidance is found in the Standards [17]. A historical analysis [18] to reveal why the legal concept of validity, particularly with regard to the 1999 Standards, was ignored is good and scientific to perform. A statement dealing with the issue seems relevant, that is, “...views of validity have not penetrated all disciplines may be a reflection of a lack of impact of the modern views of validity on some disciplines...”[19].
The articulation of argument-based validity by Kane [20], [21], although it actually referred to Cronbach [22], brought about a new view of validity and triggered many important studies in various disciplines or fields such as English as a foreign language [23], [24], Medicine [25], [26], and Mathematics [9], among others. Importantly, several types of validity came to an end [27] given the unified view.

PROBLEMS IN VALIDATION PROCESSES AND PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Pertaining to the processes of interpretation and uses of the scores which prove relatively complicated, some strategies are required. The first is performing good and accountable management in administering tests which can be used as claims. It is based on the statement [28] that a valid interpretation and use are achieved if the claim is based on a strong case. Appropriate testing materials and procedures for licensure exam are cases in point. The second one is using available data for validation process and planning further improvement based on the evaluation of the previous process. It refers to an argument [28] that using many inferences and assumptions is very likely to lead to a hard validation process. Performing simple interpretation and using only supporting claims are good in the light of their intended uses. The third one is collecting the validity evidence using appropriate instrument. A study [29] reveals that learner’s lower proficiency of English lead to inaccurate validity evidence in the light of construct-irrelevant variance. The fourth is utilizing available statistical analysis which yields different measures needed for building inferences in a validation process. Apart from the four strategies, alternative perspectives on any kinds standards need to be built since it is also very likely that there are many interests behind the Standards, one of which is from testing industries [30]. That is why, it is very scientific to follow debates about the intended and unintended uses and impacts of the standards either in journals, conferences, and classroom discussions. Also important to keep in mind that understanding the limitation of the standards [31] is helpful.

CONCLUSION

Validity in educational and psychological assessment is a keyword which must be understood in order that the goal of assessment, that is gathering data required for further decisions and improvement, is achieved. It is obvious from the discussion above that many of those involved in various activities of assessment have limited understanding—even misinterpretation—of validity and related concepts. Collaboration among measurement experts, lecturers, teachers, and other users to discuss the details as well as the limitations of the Standards along with the problems found during the implementation is urgent to build. Last but not least, critical thinking about the contents, purposes, uses, and limitations of the standards is absolutely required so that evaluation of any aspects of the standard can be conducted for future improvement and development.
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